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SUCCESSFUL WORKSHOP ON DISASTER PLANNING
The AACL meeting, held at Mount Royal College on Friday, October
27, 1989, had a record turnout of 37 participants.
The morning
workshop theme, presented by two Alberta librarians, was on
Disaster Planning and Management.
The first speaker, Georgina
Lewis, a University of Alberta librarian, talked about the disaster
manual she had compiled for use through the U of A libraries. She
highlighted key considerations for anyone who has not thought about
the implications of a library without a disaster plan as well as
the essentials needed in a disaster management manual.
The second speaker, Margaret Rodermond, a Lethbridge Community
College 1 ibrarian,
focused
on the
problems
their
1 ibrary
experienced when the sprinkler system burst last winter during a
thaw and damaged approximately 5,600 books.
As well as having to
face this crisis, their library staff was without a disaster plan.
Margaret pinpointed several serious problems that occurred because
of the lack of a plan and explained the steps they used to handle
the situation as well as numerous suggestions for future changes.
After the workshop was over, participants were given tours of the
renovated Mount Royal College Library where the new online
catalogue system is up and running.
Following the afternoon business session, participants were
encouraged to relax in the renovated faculty lounge complete with
fireplace and grand piano.
Susan Brayford,
Workshop Committee
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FALL MEETING

October 27, 1989, at Mount Royal College
1.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Keith Walker.

2.

Approval of Agenda
The following item was added to the agenda
12.1
Auditors for AACL.

3.

Approval of Minutes
Mircea Panciuk moved
presented. Carried.

4.

that

the

minutes

be

accepted

as

Chairman's Report
The Chairman thanked all those responsible for helping to make
CTCL Day a success at CLA.
The AACL Executive has met twice and developed the following
goals
To develop job descriptions for the executive
positions in the Association;
To increase our involvement with LAA;
To strengthen publicity of the Association.
Toward fulfillment of these objectives, the AACL bookmark has
been re-designed, the director-at- large, Dave Weber, wi 11
submit an article to Letter of the LAA regularly, and we are
encouraging
librarians
at all
member
institutions
to
participate in the Association.
Keith highlighted some additional information:
a)

The Chairman responded to a report in the PNLA Quarterly
stating there was no formal resource-sharing agreements
amongst the Alberta college libraries, by describing the
Union List of Serials.

b)

Advanced Education sent out a survey re:
literacy
education materials, and Keith was consulted on our
behalf concerning wording of the questionnaire.

c)

The National Library's Document Delivery Working Group
solicited information on interlibrary loan arrangements.
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5.
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AACL received $2&& from CACUL for continuing education
workshops.

Treasurer's Report
Maureen Toews moved the report be accepted.

6.

Carried.

Union List of Serials
6.1

Report.
Eileen Cardy will send the fiche to Tom Skinner and he
will distribute them to the colleges.
Karen Powell is
arranging a joint meeting early in December between AGCL
and AACL.
Tom Skinner, Linda Robinson, Dave Weber, and
Vickii Nicholson will attend on behalf of AACL.

6.2

Procedures.
Red Deer College currently pays the person who inputs the
data for the Union List.
The amount owed by the
participants is based on the number of transactions.
SAIT pays the computing costs, distributes the fiche, and
collects payment.
AACL appreciates the contributions
of both SAIT and Red Deer.
Thanks also to Paul Boultbee
for his assistance over the last several years.

?.

Copyright
Madelaine Bailey reported that the Council of Presidents has
requested two representatives from AACL to Join them in
negotiations with CANCOPY.
Madelaine Bailey and Tom Skinner,
representing colleges and institutes respectively, have agreed
to sit on the committee.
It was also recommended that Vickii
Nicholson be appointed as a representative of the AVCs.

8.

AACL Survey
·since Bob Wilson of SAIT is retiring, a new volunteer must be
recruited to conduct the annual AACL survey.
After some
discussion Susan Brayford from Medicine Hat agreed to
undertake the project for this year.

9.

AACL Bookmark
The graphic artists at Keyano College have
AACL bookmark.
Maryl ea Jarvis wi 11 send
institution.
Please forward your comments
Panciuk moved that up to $3&& be expended
bookmark. Carried.

re-designed the
a copy to each
to her.
Mircea
on printing the

.-
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ISBNs
The National Library assigns ISBNs.
Carol Morgan asked who
was responsible for using the ISBN and keeping the log. The
responses varied among the institutions which have an ISBN.

11.

Round Table
A representative of each
report of their library.

12.

institution gave

a

brief update

Other Items
12.1 Two volunteers are required to act as auditors for AACL.
Mircea Panciuk and Maureen Toews will fulfill these
duties.
12.2 Keith Clouten requested that all newsletter articles be
submitted by November 15. Since Canadian Union College
is not served by government courier, all items must be
sent by mail or faxed.
12.3 Susan Brayford, Madelaine Bailey, and Margaret Rodermond
were thanked for the excel lent workshop held in the
morning.
12.4 After some discussion it was decided that
meeting would be held at Keyano College.

the

spring

12.5 Keith thanked Madelaine Bailey and Mount Royal College
for hosting the fall meeting.
The meeting was adjourned and members were invited for a tour
of Mount Royal College Library.
Marylea Jarvis
Secretary-Treasurer
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AACL VOLUNTEERS

1989-1990

1.

Chairman:

Keith Walker, Medicine Hat College

2.

Secretary/Treasurer

Marylea Jarvis, Keyano College

3.

Director-at-large:

Dave Weber, SAIT

4.

Auditors:

Maureen Toews, Red Deer College
Mircea Panciuk, Concordia College

5.

Newsletter Editor:

Keith Clouten, Canadian Union College

6.

Union List Coordinator Vickii Nicholson, AVC Edmonton

7.

Statistics Coordinator

Susan Brayford, Medicine Hat College

8.

Copyright Committee

Madelaine Bailey, Mount Royal College
Vickii Nicholson, AVC Edmonton
Tom Skinner, SAIT

9.

Union List of Serials
Committee:

Vickii Nicholson, AVC Edmonton
Linda Robinson, Grant Ma.cEwan COJmn. College
Tom Skinner, SAIT
Dave Weber, SAIT

lG.

Workshop Committee:

Madelaine Bailey, Mount Royal College
Susan Brayford, Medicine Hat College
Margaret Rodermond, Lethbridge Camm. College

PRIVATE COLLEGES PARTICIPATE IN RELIGION UNION LIST PROJECT
A computer-based union list of religion materials in at least eight
libraries in north central Alberta may soon be a reality.
The
participating libraries· include several private colleges in the
Edmonton region, plus the U of A.
The planned union list will assist researchers in locating religion
monographs, and may give impetus to the establishment of a graduate
school of religious studies in Edmonton.
At the present time
there is no such graduate program in all of western Canada.
A committee comprising representatives from the colleges and the
U of A libraries has met several times within the past two years
to discuss and plan the union list, including sources of funding
for the project.
Plans call for a database created from records
submitted by the participating libraries, five of which already
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have significant holdings in MARC format.
An online data-base
accessible through Datapac is a strong possibility, and could
become a reality early in 1998.
Keith Clouten
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The staff of the Alberta Vocational Centre LRC/Library have had a
busy and productive summer.
The Assistant Librarian, Sabine Sintenis, took a six-month leave
of absence to enjoy some travelling.
Her replacement, Lisa Jane
Watson, has been coping with the heavy influx of students.
Lisa
Jane will be leaving at the end of December.
Shannon Mills, the Public Service Technician, has been on maternity
leave since September 1 and is expected to return to work on March
1.
Shannon has a hea 1 thy baby boy, Just in Wesley, born on
September 25.
Replacing her is Belinda Klein who has been
converting the periodical orders over to Canebsco.
Madeline Needham, the LRC Coordinator, is on study leave for one
year, pursuing a Master of International and Intercultural
Education degree at the University of Alberta.
Jim Critchley is
taking her place.
Our new print audiovisual catalogue will be completed by the end
of the year. This project is taking a considerable amount of time
and is expected to be heavilr used.
We will (finally) have a security system in place in early 1990.
Security tagging our items will be first on the agenda, followed
closely by bar coding for the implementation of the Columbia
Circulation System.
The new version of Columbia online catalogue has run into a few
software/hardware snags but wi 11 (hopefully) be running more
smoothly in the near future.
Much time and effort, including representation on various copyright
committees and attendance at workshops, has been devoted to
increasing awareness and knowledge of the requirements of the new
legislation.
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During 199& AVC celebrates its 25th anniversary.
There are many
activities planned including a Founder's Dinner, Open House,
Displays, Historical Newsletters and an international conference
on literacy in October 199&.
Several library staff members have
volunteered to help organize events.

·'

The summer at Camrose Lutheran College Library was both productive
and restful. Library staff members vacationed around the province
and in B.C., and one lucky member even went on a tour of
Scandinavia!
Unfortunately, all was not relaxation--in the summer
we did our annual inventory, had a book sale (translation: weeded
and cleaned out the storage room), and added a former classroom to
the library by blasting through a wall.
As a result of this new
room, we shifted the entire 6&,&&&-volume collection. Our arms are
still sore.
The CLC Library was fortunate to get funding to hire a library
technician student, Patricia Day, from May to August.
Pat
catalogued a backlog of maps
for our map collection and
reclassified about
5&& titles
of
our Canadian
literature
collection.
All Canlit is now classified in the National Library
of Canada's PS 8G&& classification.
Previously, we had to look
in the PRs, PZs and PSs, so this is a timesaver.
Without Pat,
these tasks would not have been accomplished until sometime in
20UL

The 1989-199& academic year is now in full swing.
Mid-terms are
already over and the students (and library staff!) are now
preparing for Christmas exams and final papers.
This year we are
looking forward to the President's Report on funding for the new
Library and to the hiring of a library technician as our previous
one left at the end of July.
On the automation end of things, our
new card-operated photocopier should be installed any day, and we
hope to purchase and install acquisitions and cataloguing hardware
and software.
Julie Backer

When we placed our order for the Intelligent Catalog last spring,
"·e anticipated that three terminals would be ample for our
relatively smal 1 student body (about 27& this year).
But we
under-estimated its popular appeal--many times during the day all
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three terminals are in use, with someone waiting.
The extremely
user-friendly system, plus the facility for printing a bibliography
of items on the spot, probably accounts for its popularity. By the
end of October we had approximately 56% of our book titles in the
online system, and the employment of one person nearly full-time
on a PEP grant for four months is a big help in getting the
remaining half of our collection into the system (using Bibliofile
and Bib-Base).
This year our entire institution is involved in a new master plan,
and of course the library is a significant element within the plan.
This will mean a busy year, as we proceed from a library selfevaluation study into the establishing of new goals and objectives
for the next several years.
Our Library Master Plan Committee has
representation from both teaching faculty and students, and we are
studying the use of strategic planning techniques, as wel 1 as
future planning cycles which would keep planning as an ongoing
activity.
To add to our workload, we have received a three-year special grant
to purchase library materials to support a new graduate program in
Marriage and Family Therapy.
This program is being run on our
campus by the Extension Division of Loma Linda University in
southern California, which is also supplying the funds to acquire
library materials.
After eight years with us, our Supervisor of Technical Services,
Joyce Wasylyshen, has left.
We miss her, but have been glad to
welcome Cathie Trenchuk to our staff.
Keith Clouten

The past year has again brought many changes to our Learning
Resources Centre. Bev Peterson, our manager, is back with us after
an educational leave.
She brought with her new ideas and insights
which have resulted in some refreshing changes in the physical layout· or our library. Peggy Simpson, our cataloguer, retired after
eleven years of dedicated service.
We will miss her talents as
our display artist.
How will we ever be able to duplicate such
a masterpiece as our "Twelve Days of Christmas?"
Cheryl Johnston
who joined us in February has shown us that although Peggy's
artistic talents will be missed, we can depend on Cheryl for
fantastic display work.
Kevin Davies, supervisor of AV services,
has two new people working with him, Monica Macdonald in AV
production and Monika Ralston as Equipment Clerk.
The girls
quickly became known as Morning Monica and Afternoon Monika as they
each work half days.

•
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A major breakthrough has occurred in our service to the Northern
Region.
Fairview College's High Level Campus has a resident
library clerk, Norma Spence.
Norma has been busy conducting an
inventory of library materials in all the northern campuses. After
this is complete, she will update the catalogue in High Level and
produce an updated book catalogue for the other centres.
We hope
this will give our instructors in the North assistance in locating
materials which seem to wander from place to place.
Norma will
also be available for coordinating ordering and selection of
library materials as well as acting as resident library clerk for
the High Level Campus Library.
Norma is going to be a very busy
person for the remainder of this year.
Dramatic reorganization has taken place in the AV Department. The
room itself has a totally new look.
Some services offered in the
past have been discontinued while the work load has shifted to meet
the demands
in increased desktop publishing and videotape
production.
Kevin has also been helping Campus Services in
installing sound systems in various areas.
The AV area remains
an exciting centre of new technology utilization.
The LRC continues to provide services to students and staff that
are vital to the academic program of Fairview College.
Expansion
in the computer area has us busy ordering new programs and trying
to find some rules and regulations that cover use of programs
resident on hard disks.
We have explored many avenues and still
find that it is difficult to have an answer to all of our problems.
We hope that as time goes by some solutions wi 11 become selfevident.

Greetings from Grande Prairie, which is currently a Novemberland
of ice and snow.
Our normal routine has been turned topsy-turvy
this year, but we can't blame it on the weather.
The first big change to report is that Olga Shklanka is away on
professional leave to pursue adult education courses at the U of
A.
While there she is doing some independent studies that relate
to library service in the areas of bibliographic instruction and
distance education.
In Olga's absence, I am Acting Chairperson
for the year, and Valerie Footz has picked up my responsibilities
in Public Services.
Valerie is a 1989 graduate from the U of A
Faculty of Library and Information Studies and we feel very
fortunate to have her with us for the year.
When she leaves us
she will be fully trained in all the frustrations of coping with
cramped quarters.
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EXPANSION!
Ah, the magic word.
The thirty million dollar plus
project began in May, with excavation beginning simultaneously in
several areas.
By September, we could identify the areas under
construction which will eventually house industrial shops, a new
gym, visual and performing arts facilities and science labs.
We
could also verify by diesel fumes and the constant roar of engines
reverberating through the existing building that excavation was
taking place directly below us.
Sometime in 1991 the LRC will
open in a newly renovated location on two floors, giving us
approximately three times our current space.
That's the good
~ews.
The bad news is that a year before that the LRC will move
to a temporary space (new, but designed for automotives, not books)
while our current location is renovated for offices and the old gym
is transformed into a library.
Other things happening here include the installation of an ALTOS
computer in August to support our CLSI LIBSlOQ system (with some
associated problems!),
extension services required for our first
year university program in Hinton
(contracted through the Yellowhead Region Educational Consortium),
as well as service required for programs and/or courses offered in
Peace River and other locations throughout the region. A temporary
staff position was created to assist with the regional services
this year.
Now, do you appreciate the significance of topsy-turvy?
Hazel Kellner

•

a

We have had (and are still having)
very busy time planning the
new campus LRC.
The building program was accepted with very few
modifications and we are meeting with the architects--we are now
working on design concept number two.
The LRC now reports to the new Academic Associate Vice-President,
Harry Davis, and I have a new title--LRC Section Chairmah--courtesy
of the recently settled faculty contract.
We received special funding this year to expand our services to
off-campus users and to acquire additional materials to supplement
the collection.
Arrangements are being made to offer direct mailout of materials to students along with telephone answering of
reference enqu1r1es.
Sylvia Flood, our Mill Woods Campus
Librarian, is coordinating this service.
Pat Lloyd, our Jasper Place Campus Librarian, is a member of the
College's Copyright Committee.
This Committee recently produced
two handouts--one outlining the College's copyright policies and
the other detailing LRC and Media practices.

t
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We are introducing an evaluation system for the Learning Skills
Centre (LSC) Instructional Assistants this November and hope to
conduct a user survey of this area after Christmas.
Electronic
hand-ins of student papers was implemented at the Jasper Place LSC
this fall.
I participated in the Computer Information Resource Planning
Process (CIRPP) last spring.
The college has now approved, in
principle, the recommendations contained in the final report.
A
planning committee wi 11 be established to examine how these
recommendat'ions wi 11 be implemented.
Other news:
John McGrath has been appointed to a new position in the LRCEducational Media Technician.
John wi 11 be providing us with
system coordination for many of our Learner Centre services
and activities.
Bill Coppinger, AV assistant in the SSP LRC, is developing a
computerized index for our voluntary and fund-raising
periodicals.
Remote access to our Ulisys catalogue is now available to
college users via Develnet.
Mill Woods Campus users can now search the Social Sciences
Index on CD-ROM.
We passed the l&&,&&& mark for annual library circulation in
June.
I wi 11 be going on a one-month leave in January (to explore
applying Hypercard to some of the LRC's activities) and Pat Lloyd
will be Acting Chairman in my absence.
Season's greetings to everyone!
Joanne Kemp

We in Library & Media Services have begun another busy year with
several staff changes as people moved, went on leave, or spouses
were transferred.
After ten years at Keyano overseeing the
circulation are and answering thousands of reference questions,
Georgina Baxter retired.
Joyce Constantine, a recent graduate of the University of Alberta
MLIS program, joined us in mid-September.
She is filling the new
half-time librarian's position, responsible for reference, library
instruction and collection development.
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The Board of Governors approved funding for an automation project.
We are currently looking closely at the MULTILIS system from
Sobeco, and we expect to conclude negotiations soon. Retrospective
conversion has begun and all new materials are being converted.
Keyano originally started out as an AVC and consequently the
collection was classified according to Dewey.
In conjunction with
automation we are converting our collection to Library of Congress.
As you can imagine Technical Services staff have a very ful 1
schedule these days!
The space shortage continues, and we are going to add in a few more
shelves--th~ aisles between the stacks are becoming progressively
narrower!
The library will be involved with
planning as the college prepares
document for Advanced Education.
participating in a review of all the

some significant long-range
its institutional planning
In addition, the library is
service areas.

Construction of the new cultural centre is on schedule and it is
expected to be ready for use early in the new year.
As we start to look forward to the holiday season, we would like
to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy new Year.
Marylea Jarvis

This past year has certainly been one of positive changes for
Medicine Hat College and the prospect of offering third year
university-transfer courses by next fall promises even more changes
for the LRC.
The successful bid for an increase in acquisition funds resulted
in a fifty percent . increase in the budget, with, of course, a
corresponding workload.
We have been able to add another fulltime technician and increase the support staff to manage the new
business but the 1996-91 operating budget will definitely contain
a request for more staffing.
Renovations occupied most of our time during the summer but,
following Murphy's Law, the new shelving arrived on the first day
of classes.
While we coped with another increase in tours and
reference services, we also managed to move the entire periodical
collection and two-thirds of the books in just over two weeks.
The help from the basketball teams was appreciated but not a form
of assistance that we could recommend in the future.

•
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The renovations have provided space for an additional 12, 888
volumes and allowed for a new quiet study area.
Areas of the LRC
also had a facelift and improvements were made to staff areas.
We extended the hours of opening and made adjustments to loan
periods. New photocopiers and computers have also been beneficial.
We will begin our new CD-ROM index service in January and know that
it will be popular.
The librarians have been busy this fall preparing reports on the
implications to the LRC if the proposal for third-year courses is
approved.
Medicine Hat College and the University of Lethbridge
Board of Governors have given approval to the plan (the courses
will be directly transferable to the University of Lethbridge) and
now a request must go to Advanced Education.
This plan will
obviously affect the 1 ibrary as we must quickly add to our
collections and staff.
The LRC budget proposal also includes
automation--we're determined to join the rest of you no matter how
long it takes!
The prospect of a new president starting in January, a push to
begin construction on a new facility at our Brooks campus, and the
university proposal all promise that the upcoming year will be
exciting for us in Medicine Hat.
Keith Walker

August 8 was noteworthy as three new staff joined the NAIT library
team.
Pat Waterton accepted the posit ion as Head of Technical
Services, after Dianne Harke had resigned to return to school
librarianship. Prior to joining NAIT, Pat served as the Technical
Services/Systems Librarian at the St. Albert Public Library. Susan
Fahy, a recent graduate of the Master's Library and Information
Studies program at the U of A, has assumed dual responsibilities
in reference and cataloguing. Finally, Cathy Hyska has joined the
Audio-Visual area as a clerk/typist.
We are delighted to report that NAIT's retrospective conversion
project using Bibliof ile software is about 88 percent complete.
Funding was received from the federal government's Canadian Jobs
Strategy to hire project staff and to cover some related costs.
We have been challenged by a particularly busy first semester.
During
September,
circulation
increased
by
13.6%,
information/reference transactions by 11%, and attendance by 18.9%.
It promises to be an interesting year!
Helga Kinnaird

.-
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The Olds College Library staff has some minor changes this year.
Erna Hyles, our acquisitions technician, has retired to life on the
farm after fifteen years service to the college.
She will be
sorely missed by the entire college staff.
Rhonda Nielsen has
moved into acquisitions and we have had to do some shifting to fill
her position on circulation.
Our automated system is up and running smoothly and we are
extremely happy with it.
S.A.I.T. has been most cooperative and
very sensitive to our needs and problems.
The college has
purchased a new mainframe computer and the library is operating
solely off the old one. This has speeded up our response time and
virtually eliminated down time.
(A great improvement to our
operation!)
We continue to suffer from budget restraints and we look forward
to better times in this regard, hopefully in the near future.
Garry Grisak

For the first time in more than fifteen years, Red Deer College LRC
has four professional librarians.
We welcomed Paul back from his
Sabbatical July 1, and both Alice and Maureen have rejoined us as
well.
Some shuffling of positions has resulted in new titles for
most of us.
To bring you up-to-date, we are (alphabetically):
Mary Lou Armstrong:
Paul Boultbee:
Alice McNair:
Maureen Toews:

Chairperson/Technical Services Librarian
Collections Librarian
Reference Librarian
Systems Librarian

Our automation project continues.
The Acquisitions module was
implemented July 1, and data entry of the catalogue is virtually
completed.
Circulation awaits only the development of a barcoded
student ID card, and should be fully operational for the 1990-91
college year.
Eleven Central Alberta librarians gathered at RDC to watch CD-ROM
II, a video-conference out of DuPage, Illinois, following which
Alice displayed our latest acquisition, ERIC on CD-ROM.
One of
our goals for 1990-91 is to establish a number (one? two?) of enduser work stations in the LRC so that students can make use of this
new technology.
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Our Quinquennial Program Review is an additional source of activity
this year.
A very great advantage over the 1984 Review is the
ability to tabulate all the data by computer, which should ease the
workload considerably. We're anxious to see how it all comes out.
Paul Boultbee's Bibliography of the Bahamas so impressed ABC-CLIO
Press that they've asked him to do another one, on the Turks and
Caicos Islands. Congratulations, Paul!
Mary Lou Armstrong

This year's news from SAIT includes new machines, renovations, and
staff departures.
The new version of SAIT's Online Public Access Catalogue has been
operating since spring.
New searching features include: multiple
keyword access, specific publication date access, specific medium
access (formats such as videotape can be searched), and status of
items (due dates). Library material can also be accessed by call
number.
The database continues to expand.
It now includes
unclassified material such as the collection of annual reports and
the collection of association standards.
Micromedia's Canadian Business and Current Affairs disc has just
been installed on our Compact Disc Workstation.
CBCA joins the
Wilsondisc Applied Science and Technology disc which has been
operating since the spring.
The Instruction and Reference staff
who provided extensive user orientation for the Wilson system are now preparing guides and classes for the new disc.
A second
Compact Disc Workstation will be added in January 1990.
The
Reference staff has already noticed the reduction of demand for
remote on-line searches since the advent of our CD systems.
The Circulation staff are watching as a SAIT carpenter crew brings
their many hours of renovation plans to fruition with the
installation of a new Circulation counter. ~
The new counter
provides easier access between the Reference area~and the check
in/check out area.
Other changes include a more visible book drop
and more convenient cabinets and storage drawers. Also, the Closed
Reserve shelving is expanded.
Once the drills and hammers cease
and the dust settles, the staff can begin to appreciate the
advantages of the new design.
Two notable staff departures include Betty MacLaren and Bob Wilson.
Betty retired from the Reference department last spring after over
two decades of service.
Bob decided on a career change after
almost fifteen years in Reference and Instruction.
If all goes
as planned, Bob's Bed and Breakfast establishment on Salt Spring
Island will be operating in the spring of 1990.
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LAST WORDS
Keith Walker has received the following note from Bob Wilson :
Just a note to thank everyone in AACL for the good times and the
Bed & Breakfast Cook Book which we wi 11 add to our growing
collection.
I '!.'as very sorry not to have been able to attend the
Friday Oct.27 meeting--! was looking forward to a neat way of
finishing off my SAIT career.
However, events conspired to leave
me stewing on the telephone Friday afternoon. By the time you read
this I will hopefully be at the Coast preparing the ideal sport for
your next R & R.
I certainly hope to see some you in Salt Spring-brochures will be mailed after the snow starts flying!

Alberta Association of College Librarians
Marylea Jarvis, Secretary-Treasurer
Library & Media Services
Keyano College
8115 Franklin Ave.
Fort McMurray, Alberta
T9H 2H7

